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ITALIAN FOOD EXPORT

TO THE UAE
Facts and Figures: 2016

The Italian Food & Beverage (F&B)
Quality Import – Export

 International Shipments
 Custom Formalities
 Free Consultancies

wins again the UAE market.
The F&B products have always had a great share among the
Italian export volumes worldwide. This fact is confirmed also
in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) relevant market.

expats. Moreover, the demand for Italy in the F&B sector is
continu¬ously fueled by the great consumers’ expenditure
power.

The figures confirm the great appeal that the Italian
gastro¬nomic tradition and F&B offer are able to exercise on
the UAE consumers.

The 2015 has been a brilliant year for the Italian F&B exports
in the UAE market, and the 2016 confirms this trend. The table
below gives an insight on the top 15 products ex¬ported in
the first semester of the 2016 by value, in order to better understand who are the most demanded and bought products
in the UAE.

Previously on the other Ospitalità Italiana editions, the Italian
Industry & Commerce Office in the UAE (IICUAE) shared some
figures about the thriving UAE demand for the Italian food
products.
This demand relies of course on the consumers’ preferences: the Emiratis love Italian food as well as lot of European

Cocoa powder, chocolate and sugar confectionery once again
positions itself on the pole position. Processed Fruits and Apples win respectively the sec¬ond and third position.

Italian Exports to the UAE - 2015

SI Express s.r.l. - Via Vernea, 131 - 10042 – Nichelino (TO) Italy
Tel +39 011 62 79 769 | fax +39 011 62 79 760
Sito Web: www.siexpress.com | Mail: info@siexpress.com

Category

Volumes (Euros)

Cocoa, chocolate and sugar confectionery

25.037.172

Processed fruits and vegetables (excluding fruits and vegetables juices)

12.803.047

Apples and stone fruits

10.503.446

Rusks and biscuits; preserved pastry goods and cakes

9.597.982

Pasta, noodles, couscous and similar farinaceous products

6.956.553

Tea and coffee

6.792.691

Milk products (cream, butter, yoghurt, etc.)

6.587.363

Ready meals and convenience meals (prepared, seasoned, cooked, packed)

5.761.367

Soft drinks, mineral waters and other bottled waters

5.588.915

Table wines and quality wines produced in specified regions (QWPSR)

4.785.993

Other tree, berries and bush fruits

4.545.176

Olive Oil

3.297.855

Other Food Products

2.943.395

Condiments and Seasonings

2.738.400

Grapes

1.301.404
Source: ISTAT
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The Purest Source of Life
Born in the Heart of

source and launch a superior brand
of Alpine bottled water to refresh
and heal people in Italy and around
the world. In 2001, they found a
source beyond anything they ever
expected. It wasn’t just any source.
Located 2042 meters high, it is Europe’s highest source: the Rocce
Azzurre Spring at the heart of Monviso Mountain. That’s how the Italian company behind Monviso, Fonti
Alta Valle Po S.p.A. (FAVP), was born.

Monviso

If purity could be captured in a bottle, if the healing powers of a pristine landscape could be embodied
in one medium, that medium would
be natural mineral water, and MonViso would be its name. Named after
its Alpine source in Italy’s Monviso
Mountain, MonViso mineral water is
intimately connected to its natural
heritage. It’s a natural heritage that
has long been celebrated for its purity, and in particular, for the unique
characteristics of its water.
Like source, like water
The story begins with Monviso
Mountain, locally known as Il Re di
Pietra (The Stone King) because of
its prominence within the western
Italian Alps’ landscape. The “Stone
King” majestically reigns over Po
Valley, safeguarding a precious
natural heritage. From its 3841-meter peak, it still dominates the plains
and gives the gift of life to its people
every day.
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Monviso is the highest mountain
of the Cottian Alps, a standalone
peak higher than all its neighboring
peaks by about 500m. On its northern slopes are the headwaters of the
Po, the longest Italian river, and the
water that feeds the Po River has
flowed from Monviso’s heart for millions of years. The water’s purity has
granted life to the communities that
developed along the 642 km of the
Po River’s long course.
Since ancient times, the unique
characteristics of the water of Monviso’s slopes have been celebrated,
to the point of giving birth to legends handed down across generations, about a source at the foot of
Monviso from which gushed magical, miraculous water, able to rejuvenate anyone who drank it. But the
water’s quality is not just legend.
This pure water had low mineral
content and one of the lowest sodium levels in the world. It’s in this region that MonViso was born – 100%

“natural mineral water” as defined
by European and Italian regulations
– natural mineral water as it’s meant
to be, that does what mineral water
is supposed to do.

In 2002, work began on the uptake
and transport of water. Some 14 km
of stainless steel pipes carry water
from the heart of the mountain, at
an altitude of 2042 meters to 660
meters at Paesana, hometown of
the bottling plant in Northwest Italy at the foot of the mountain. The
plant was built in a converted old
spinning mill to restrict impact on
the local environment. In the plant,
two state-of-the-art bottling lines
were installed, securing maximum
efficiency while producing 36,000
and 25,000 bottles per hour. The
founders wanted MonViso to be accessible to all, so they competitively
priced it to offer excellent value for
money.

The taste of purity
In May 2013, MonViso gave Fonte
Alta Valle Po a new claim to fame:
apart from holding the record for
Europe’s highest source, since 29
May 2013, the region where MonViso water sources were discovered
was declared a UNESCO Biosphere
Reserve. This prestigious accreditation rewards the Regional Po River
Park area for its landscape’s undisturbed purity, sustainable development and biological diversity. These
values guide MonViso’s philosophy,
which seeks to minimize the environmental impact of water collection and distribution and which
powers its plant only with renewable energy sources. MonViso remains committed to honoring the
terrain of its birth.
Nurtured by a dramatic landscape
of profound beauty and delicate
ecosystems, and protected at 3.8
°C away from pollution and human
settlement, MonViso has a purity
unmatched by any other brand. It
meets the European legal definition of “natural mineral water”: It
originates from a subterranean and
protected source and is bottled at

origin in secure, sealed and sustainable containers. It is free of chemical and bacterial contaminants at
the source, has consistent features
and composition, and is not subject
to any disinfecting or potabilizing
treatments. Instead, it undergoes
natural purification and enrichment
in mineral elements through the
rock.
MonViso has multiple health benefits. It is perfect for low-sodium diets. It’s minimally mineralized and
extremely light, which helps avoid
fatigue, promotes diuresis, purifies
the kidneys, helps maintain optimal
blood pressure and makes it safe to
consume in large quantities. MonViso is suitable for the preparation of
baby formula and foods, as recognized by an Italian Ministry of Health
Decree.
In times when we’re all craving lasting wellbeing but can’t quite capture and maintain it, when we’re
searching for balance and healing
and for that safe thirst-quenching
pure mineral water, there’s nothing
more natural, accessible, and beneficial than MonViso.

A mineral water like no other
MonViso is mineral water with a
mission – the mission that led to its
discovery in the first place. It was in
the late 1990’s when a group of local
entrepreneurs – close friends born
and raised in Monviso Mountain –
had an epiphany: they suddenly realized that the water they’ve been
drinking since childhood in neighboring springs was purer than all
the mineral water on the market,
that there was something special
about the water of Monviso Mountain: a unique composition and a
certain clarity that nourished them
and made them who they were.
It was then that they decided to give
back. They resolved to discover
Monviso’s ultimate mineral water
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Consorzio Alba Export Wine & Food
Presented by its Director, Adelino Icardi

Special discounts for

IICUAE & Juventus Club DOC UAE’s Members
Our Members enjoy a range of special offers in addition to exclusive Membership benefits.
Members can claim a discount off the total bill when dining at:
Al Grissino Restaurant & Lounge
Emirates Financial Towers
DIFC, Dubai

20%

BiCE
Hilton Dubai Jumeirah
Dubai Marina

20%

BUSSOLA
Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi
Beach Resort & Marina, Jumeirah
Lounge Café Italiano
Arenco Tower,
Dubai Media City, Dubai.

Alba Export Consortium currently
includes 56 agricultural and viticulture companies operating in Piedmont, and particularly in the main
wine-growing areas of the Region,
such as The Langhe, Roero and
Monferrato.
Hazelnuts and hazelnut products
are part of the production range
of the associated companies, but
wines are the main production:
Barolo, Barbaresco, Barbera d’Alba,
7

Roero, Moscato D’Asti are some
of the prestigious typical wines of
Piedmont.
The associated companies offer
high quality products, as a result of
the accurate production process,
from the work in the vineyards and
in the cellar, to the bottling and
packaging stages.
Wines and agri-food products of the
Consortium represent the territory
where they come from, and its traditions as well.
Alba Export Consortium supports
the associated companies, through
specific projects, in their interna-

tionalization and promotion stages.
Team work and collaboration between the companies of the Consortium, are the key points to efficiently promote around the world
the enogastronomic excellencies of
Piedmont Region.

Consorzio Alba Export Wine & Food
Corso Bra 52/5, 12051 Alba (CN), Italia
C.F. e P.IVA 03084420045
Tel. 0039 0173 366807
Fax 0039 0173 293672
e-mail: sevinova@sevinova.com

15%

Massimos Italian Restaurant
Park Island,
Unit B07, Dubai Marina

20%

TRE
Nassima Royal Hotel
Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai

20%

Caffe' Trieste
Platinum Tower, JLT
Emirates Financial Tower – DIFC

Alba Export Wine & Food Consortium is an association of farms and
wineries founded in 2005 with the
aim of promoting Italian wines and
typical local products abroad.

15%

(not applicable on promotional nights, discounted
prices and black-out dates)

15%

Shoufi Mafi
Jumeirah Beach Road 1

20%

Lua
Sofitel, The Palm, Ground Floor

25%

These restaurants share with us an incredible sense of respect of the quality
food and offer to its customers amazing menus.

To claim the discount, members must show their membership card
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The project “OSPITALITA’ ITALIANA, ITALIAN RESTAURANTS IN THE WORLD” is an Italian governmental Project addressed to all the authentic
Italian restaurants in the world. Below are the list of certified Italian restaurants in the UAE and the newly certified in December 2015.

Ospitalita’ Italiana:
t h e c e r t i fi e d I t a l i a n r e s t a u r a n t s

Al Fresco

Crowne Plaza
Sheikh Zayed Road

In order to be an Ospitalità Italiana

restaurants that applied for the certifi-

certified restaurant, you have to com-

cation. During the ceremony, the win-

ply with the highest quality standards,

ning restaurants receive the certificate

typical of the Italian hospitality sector.

and the plaque to be displayed to the

In this way the authentic tradition and

clients. They are presented to a good

Casa Mia

Le Méridien Dubai,
Garhoud

DUBAI

The project “OSPITALITÀ ITALIANA,
ITALIAN RESTAURANTS IN THE WORLD” is an Italian
governmental Project addressed to all the
authentic Italian restaurants in the world.

Roberto’s

Rococo

Bice

La Bussola

Hilton Dubai Jumeirah
Westin Dubai Mina Seyahi
Dubai Marina
Beach Resort & Marina, Jumeirah

Prego’s

Media Rotana,
TECOM

Stefano’s

Certo

Dubai Marina

Radisson Blu Hotel
Dubai Media City

Cavalli Club

Gate Village Building N. Fairmont Hotel,
1, DIFC, Dubai
Sheikh Zayed Rd.,
Dubai Marina

Aldente

Byblos Hotel Tecom
Dubai.

Cucina Mia

Trident Gran Residence,
Shop G05,
Jumeirah Beach

Beach, Dubai Marina

Cucina

JW Marriott Dubai
Deira

Frankie’s

Italian Bar & Grill
Oasis Beach Tower
Dubai Marina

Rosso

Amwaj Rotana,
Dubai Marina

PAX

Dusit Thani
Sheikh Zayed Road
Dubai

Positano

Amwaj Rotana,
Dubai Marina

Don Alfonso 1890

Shangri La Hotel
Sheik Zayed Road, Dubai

ITALIAN KITCHEN

L’Olivo Restaurant Lounge Café’ Italiano,
Rixos The Palm Dubai,
Dubai

Nais Kitchen

Arenco Tower,
Dubai Media City, Dubai.

Jumeirah Lakes Towers
Dubai

Bianca Mozzarella & Co.

Massimo’s

Al Grissino

Alta Badia

Jumeirah
Emirates Towers Hotel,
Dubai

Restaurant & Lounge

Emirates Financial Towers
DIFC, Dubai

quality of the Italian gastronomy are turnout and featured on a dedicated
guaranteed to the consumers abroad, website, mobile app and social netand the image of the Italian excellent

work, thus giving shape to the global

food is respected and promoted.

Ospitalità Italiana network.

The Italian Industry & Commerce Of-

Furthermore, the IICUAE starts a

Ballaró

Conrad Dubai
Sheikh Zayed Road,
Dubai

Boxpark,
Al Wasl Road,
Dubai

Italian Restaurant

Park Island,
Unit B07, Dubai Marina

Merletto

Marriott Al Jaddaf, Oud
Metha Road, Dubai

Capanna Nuova
Dubai Marine Beach
Resort & Spa, Dubai

fice in the United Arab Emirates (IIC sound and close cooperation with the
menting the initiative here in the UAE.
The IICUAE organizes each year an
award ceremony, after visiting the
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awarded restaurants, the latter being

Bice Mare

Souk Al Bahar,
Downtown,
Dubai

the main locations of the numerous
events organized monthly by the IIC-

TRE

Nassima Royal Hotel,
Sheikh Zayed Road,
Dubai

The Artisan

by Enoteca Pinchiorri
– DIFC, Dubai

Segreto

Restaurant & Bar
Souk Madinat
Jumeirah, Dubai

Cipriani

Gate Village Number
10,towards DIFC
Parking,DIFC – Dubai

UAE for the Italian and local business
communities.

ABU DHABI

UAE) is the subject in charge for imple-

Amici
Le Royal Meridien Hotel
Sheikh Khalifa Street

Amici

Yas Viceroy Abu Dhabi
Yas Island

Frankie’s Italian Bar & Grill
Fairmont Bab Al Bahr,
Bain Al Jessrain

Bocca

Hilton Abu Dhabi,
Al Khubeirah

Filini

Radisson Blu Hotel,
Yas Island
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FROM THE

UAE

Meeting the Chef:

Marco Legittimo.
An interview to the Ospitalità Italiana restaurant,
BUSSOLA.

Fumetto di rombo, vongole, cozze, triglia,
calamari spillo, pioppini ed erbe di campo
(S) Turbot broth with clams, mussels, red mullet, baby squid,
pioppini mushrooms and wild leaves

Chef Marco, would you like to explain us in few
words the concept of Bussola Restaurant?
Bussola at The Westin Dubai always strives to give
guests the finest Italian cuisine using the finest Ital-

Serves
Prep time
Cook time

:4
: 30 mins
: 10 mins

ian ingredients ensuring that we are true to our
identity of being an authentic Italian restaurant. The
fact that we have been operational for the past 10
years has given us the right knowledge and insight

Ingredients

Clean the fish fillets from scales, and debone. Keep the
bones aside and prepare with it a rich fish stock.

into local tastes, allowing us to design our menus
and tailor our offerings to suit the local palate while
still offering a truly Italian experience.
How do you value being part of the Ospitalità
Italiana network and the collaboration with the
IICUAE?
Bussola was granted the certification in 2009 and
ever since that time the IICUAE and our restaurant
set up a fruitful collaboration. Being a certified Ospitalità Italiana restaurant has given to Bussola the

800 gr Fresh turbot fillet, scaled and deboned
400 gr Fresh red mullet fillet, scaled and deboned
200 gr Baby squids, cleaned
150 gr Venus clams, clean accurately
100 gr Black mussels
100 gr Wild chicory, clean from roots
50 gr Pioppini Mushroom
1
Lemon, juice
100 ml Extra virgin olive oil
1
Clove of Garlic, jacked
Salt&Pepper
Thyme

Heat a tall pot, filled until half of cold water, add 1 onion, 1
celery stick, 1 carrot, 1 tomato plum, 1 small bunch of thyme
and the fish bones and offcuts, heat until boil, remove the
foam that may will form on top and soft boil for 2 hours.
Strain and keep aside.

For the broth:

Sear the fillets, skin side, after 2 mins turn the opposite sides
for another 1 min, then keep aside.

possibility to participate in a broad range of projects, events and initiatives organized by the IICUAE. We have also benefited due to the numerous
IICUAE events that were hosted at Bussola which
has given us fantastic visibility in the market and
has grown our client base.
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Preparations

Turbot off-cuts and bones
1
Onion
1
Celery stick
1
Carrot
1
Tomato roma
1S
mall bunch of thyme

Heat a frying pan on a medium flame. Season the fish fillets
in a tray with evoo, salt, pepper, thyme, lemon juice.
Clean properly all the mollusks by dropping frequently under running cold water to ensure all the sand is removed.
Blanch the wild leaves on salted boiling water, previously
soaked in cold water and washed for 3 times.
After blanched for 5 min, strain it in a colander to remove
the extra cooking juices. Stir fry it in a pan with a bit of evoo,
salt and pepper.

Heat a medium pot with a cover, add few tablespoons of
evoo and a jacked garlic, wait until golden color then add
the mollusks, baby squids and the last the mushrooms.
Cover and cook for 2 mins. After that all the mollusks will be
opened and the rest cooked well.
To serve: put on the bottom of a hot large plate the wild
leaves, then the turbot fillets, red snapper, arrange on the
side the mollusks and the mushrooms and serve immediately with a jug with hot turbot broth on side to be add on
the top of the fish as like.
12

Biolevante srl. a company established since 1902 in
the very fertile region of Apulia, Italy. Apulia is very
famous in Italy and in the world for its wine and
olive making. Biolevante specializes in the production and commercialization of the finest olive oils
and it is our purpose to introduce to your company
our finest products.
Biolevante is located in Andria, a well renown centre for the production of olive oil. In fact, it is here
we produce more than the 40% of the oils produced in Italy. Biolevante specialises in dealing
with Coratina olives, i.e. olives with a strong and
well-defined taste.
Our excellence is guaranteed by care for the production typical of family run business even if most
modern technologies have made Tenuta del Levante one of the most important commercial entities in our region.

locally by our production unit.
The production unit has two main lines for the
crushing of olives, with granite “macine” and tradictional production systems that are further complemented by the most modern technologies. Such
dovetrailing of ancient and modern technologies
allow us to obtain “a best quality product” in strict
compliace with European regulations. We also have
three very modern packaging lines, two warehouses for the storage of packaged products and silos
in stainless steel to guarantee that the products in
bulk retain their quality.
Biolevante is a Company multi-certified from authorised Agencies. Today we have BRC-IFS-Kosher
and Kosher for Passover, Halal, Jas, Dop and more
others.

Today Biolevante supplies its products not only to
The entire production process, spanning from the the italian market but also world wide, in particular
picking of olives (from the Cassetta family’s and USA, the most totality of Europe countries, Japan,
other local producers lands) to the production, Russian Federation, Australia, New Zeland, China,
packaging and commercialization, is undertaken India, South Africa, etc.
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EXTRAVIRGIN
OLIVE OIL

100 %
PRODUCT
OF ITALY
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customer comes to an Italian restaurant must have
the feeling to come back home. I think the perfect
Italian restaurant and, by perfect, I intend a place
which can convey the emotion of a Country, is
what in Italy is called a Trattoria. The nearest thing
to home one can envision.
A place where he can go every day and be welcomed by a family. Where he can order whatever he
wants or feel to have. Where there is always something special prepared especially for him. This is
something very close to world History. One will
be surprised how similar are the Histories of every
country in the world if measures them by the family angle. I must say though that during the past few
years something has happened to our business in
Europe.

KNOWING

ARRIGO CIPRIANI…
For sixty years I have been at work in our Harry’s Bar
in Venice. I am now beginning to understand this
job. One can compare a restaurant to a newspaper
which before it is filled with words is just a blank
sheet of paper. That same day it can be a wonderful publication full of cleverness and manhood or
a cheap tabloid. It all depends from the writers. A
restaurant is the same thing. It all depends from the
skill and the good energy of men. A famous interior
decorator can create a beautiful room, but without
mankind it will just remain an empty space. Anything needs the spirit and the presence of men to
become alive.

the customer. Cutlery small and easy to use, classical round plates, medium size glasses, perfect
acoustics, lighting neither bright nor dark, wood
and leather for the furniture and the decor. There
should also be a respect for asymmetry which is
the contrary of robot planning.

Finally whatever is needed to make a customer feel
free. Then come the choice of food, which should
recall tastes and ingredients belonging to the dna
of all the people of the world. Sometimes Italian
restaurants tell a wrong story about our Country.
The abundance of garlic in the preparation of food
for instance is already an imposition for anybody
Service without feelings has no soul. There is also in the world. Everyone knows that Italian cuisine is
another fundamental element in every restaurant, famous for the first courses prepared with rice or
The absence of any imposition. Which, in other pasta.
words can be called freedom. A special kind of
But either than that there is another ingredient
freedom composed by a great number of details.
which can tell the customer our origins more than
Decor should be simple but elegant, chairs have anything else. I mean the hospitality, which, to my
to be comfortable, tables at the right height for knowledge, is more important than food. When a
15

The goal of the 1968 revolution made by pseudointellectuals in France and Italy was to abandon the
tradition which, the revolutionaries thought, was
the cause of the social disturbance. But they had
nothing in their ill minds to bring in to replace tradition. What they generated was an incredible value
given to form. This abortion extended itself to all
fields including terrorism. The art of traditional
cooking was substituted by the so called Nouvelle
Cuisine. Super narcissistic improbable Chefs created a way of gastronomy based more to astonish
the customer than cooking tasty food. The reason
was that they had nothing to substitute tradition.
Italian Chefs care more to get a star in the Guide of
the French tyres than getting back to our original
taste and hospitality. Menus are imposed for the
glory of the Star.
Many Italian restaurants, following the feeble light
of the stars, have lost the brightness of traditional
freedom. Hospitality has become a mysterious object. We have 22 Restaurants in the world. The reason why I write these facts is because I love Dubai,
which I find a true metropolis where there is an aristocratic light. Here there is respect and admiration
for the truth against the false pretences of misrepresentationThis what I think should also tell a Restaurant. The dialogue could be longer in a world
abandoned to a standardisation of fake thinking.
But life is made of hope now and forever. That is
why we should never give up. Arrigo Cipriani

Arrigo Cipriani with the Turin Mayor, Ms. Chiara Appendino

Interiors of Cipriani Restaurant in Dubai
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Curiosity about… ICE CREAM!

ICE CREAM: THE SUMMER CULT
Summer is back together with the unstoppable craving for ice cream. Although Dubai has a quite hot weather all year long, summer remains the
best moment for enjoying the cooling sweetness of a chocolate, pistachio or strawberry cone with friends.
The ice cream consumption in UAE is
massive: value sales are predicted
to reach AED361 million by 2019, as
reported in Euromonitor International
study.
In 2014 ice cream import from Italy
has reported an increment by 250%,
with special focus on artisan “gelato”, witnessing a growing interest in
authentic Italian product.
The origins of ice cream can be
traced back to at least the 4th century B.C. when the Roman emperor
Nero was used to order ice from the
mountains then flavored with fruits
and juices. Over a thousand years
later, Marco Polo returned to Italy
from the Far East with a recipe that
closely resembled to it. In medieval
times, Arabs were used to drink icy
refreshment called sherbet, or sharabt in Arabic. These chilled drinks
were often flavored with cherry,
pomegranate, or quince. Over the
17

time, the drink gains popularity in the
European aristocracy, especially Italian and French.
Italians are said to have mastered
this drink-making technique, so as
nowadays gelato represents a symbol of made in Italy food, whose
production deserves to be supported and valorized, by preserving the
processing and the genuine properties. The differences between Italian
gelato and ice cream are slight, yet
make all the difference in flavor and
texture. Gelato is made with milk,
sometimes skim-milk as opposed to
cream which gives gelato a much
lower milk fat content. Less milk fat
allows the flavors of gelato to really
stand out compared to the more
blended flavors of ice cream. Gelato’s flavor is helped by the fact that
it has less air whipped into it than ice
cream, making it much denser. Even
the serving of gelato is different from
that of ice cream, as it should be
consumed while softer in consistency, more along the lines of soft-serve
ice cream.
As Dubai is a cultural melting pot, old
and new trends are always mixed up:
last March the ‘world’s first mass mar-

ket’ camel milk ice cream has been
launched in Dubai. Camel milk ice
cream is not new but the dairy said it
is the first time the product has been
mass produced for the supermarket
retail customer.
The ice cream quality is determined
by many factors, ice cream gourmets distinguish two main categories: objective values, strictly related
to processing and ingredients balance; and subjective values, widely
dependent on personal opinions. The
perfect ice cream has a smooth and
uniform consistence, not melt or gelatinous. Consistency is mainly due to
ingredients choice and procedures
run, any mistake might compromise
the product quality.
Preservation of nutritional aspects is
equally important in order to grant
the best outcome: ice cream should
contain the right amount of water,
glucides, fats, proteins, vitamins and
mineral salts along with a well-defined taste.
The authentic gelato is a truly masterpiece of Italian heritage which
deserves to be carefully disclosed,
respectfully cherished and proudly
promoted.

1.

The Italians’ favourite ice-cream flavours
are chocolate, hazelnut and lemon.

2.

The word “sorbetto” derives from the Arabic word

3.

In ancient times the inhabitants of the
southern shores of the Mediterranean
used to mix snow with fruit juices and
honey to create a refreshing drink.

4.

The ice cream is good for your health!
It pleasantly excites the palate and so, the
production of serotonin, the “good mood
hormone”. It also has a high nutritional
value: it contains proteins, soluble sugar,
lipids, vitamins and minerals. The flavours considered the “friends of health”
are hazelnut, blackberry, strawberry and
rasberry, pistachio, blueberry and dark
chocolate.

5.

The Frozen Haute Chocolate is an ice
cream sold at Serendipity restaurant in
New York and it is placed on the 4th spot
in the list of the top 10 most expensive
desserts in the world 2015. At the price of
$25,000 USD, The Frozen Haute Chocolate contains a wide variety of different
cocoas that are found from 14 countries,
an edible 5-gram 24-carat gold gem and
a whipped cream at the top. The Frozen
Haute Chocolate comes with a gold goblet and spoon, and decorated diamonds.

6.

Among the several Italian museums, a
museum entirely dedicated to the understanding and study of the history, culture,
and technology of the ice-cream, the Gelato Museum Carpignani is located just
outside Bologna.

In
ancient times
the inhabitants of
the southern shores of
the Mediterranean used
to mix snow with fruit
juices and honey to
create a refreshing drink.

The
Frozen Haute
Chocolate is an ice
cream sold at Serendipity
restaurant in New York and it is
placed on the 4th spot in the list of
the top 10 most expensive desserts in the
world 2015. At the price of $25,000 USD,
The Frozen Haute Chocolate contains a
wide variety of different cocoas that are
found from 14 countries, an edible 5-gram
24-carat gold gem and a whipped cream
at the top. The Frozen Haute Chocolate comes with a gold goblet
and spoon, and decorated
diamonds.

Among
the several
Italian museums, a
museum entirely dedicated to the understanding and study of the history,
culture, and technology of
the ice-cream, the Gelato
Museum Carpignani is
located just outside
Bologna..
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Menu
at
Quirinale Palace:
Queen Margherita
at
the table

Margherita of Savoy (1851 – 1926), was the first Queen consort
of the Kingdom of Italy during the reign (1878–1900) of her husband, Umberto I, the second King of the united Italy.
Queen Margherita loved entertaining his guests to eat at the
Quirinale Palace and at the other royal residences in Turin, Milan, Monza, Genoa, Venice, Florence, Naples and Caserta. She
was a perfect host and that is why the table of Savoy became
one the most famous in Europe during the 19th century.
For his part, King Umberto I was not a big eater who used to
enjoy the pleasures of good eating, but he loved ice creams
and sorbets. Queen Margherita, instead, was a gourmand and
she became an emblem for “Made in Italy,” thanks to her food
habits , as well as to her clothes and jewelry, based on national
traditions. Her name was given to a number of products and
special recipes, like pizza Margherita and torta Margherita
(Margherita cake).
Everyday royal menus were simple, in terms of design and
courses: elegant and refined menus, framed with thin decorations and royal coats, displaying ribs with roasted potatoes
or chicken stew with eggs and ham, followed by jam tarts and
fruit salad.
State dinner or official event obviously required different menus; the 8/9 everyday courses became 15 or more and the numbers of wines reached 10.
The menu on the left, for example, was created to inaugurate
the First International Congress of Heraldic Sciences, in 1883.
King Umberto I ordered to print it and it is the richest menu in
terms of coats of arms ever printed. It is written in French, as all
the royal menus till the 1920s.
At the table two dishes named after King Umberto (Câteau
Humbert) and Queen Margherita (Poudding Marguerite), and
an Italian wine, the Marsala Ingham.

Rome, February 11, 1885 –Menu
with the intertwined initials of king
Umberto I and his wife Margherita
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ITALY,

the Food Travelers destination
The new tourism trend is called Food Travel, when travel is
not only relax, desire for adventure or interest in nature and
cultural things, but is the search of different uses, ways of
lives and, of course, of different taste. The food is very important to identify the population and its culture, to know the tradition and the life style of the visited Country.
Culinary tourism is a growth segment, and typically gastronomic tours are increasingly being combined with other activities.
Italy, as one of the most famous food country for its culinary
delights, is one of the favorite destinations from the “Food
Traveler”, the gastronomic tourists, curious to taste new
plates, visiting the place where are produced. These is what

emerge from the Food Travel Monitor 2016, the latest report
from the World Food Travel Association (WFTA), a non-profit
and non-governmental organization (NGO), which is recognized as the world’s leading authority on food tourism.
The WFTA interviewed almost of 2800 people from country
all over the world placing Italy, France and Japan like the most
visited country for food trips.
The 49% of the tourist has declared to keep in consideration
the place kitchen before to decided what to visit. Approximately the 93% of the travelers during their holidays has visited a cellar, has follow the most important chef in the show
cooking festivals and has assaulted a food truck to search the
best street food.

The most iconic Italian soft drink.
NOW AVAILABLE IN DUBAI.
Cedrata Tassoni is exclusively distributed in the UAE by Limeline Premium Beverages.
For more information contact marta@limeline-me.com
www.limeline-me.com
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The Italian tomatoes
win it all!

Rome – In the first semester of the year, the
Italian exports of products derived from
tomatoes showed a growth of 5.8% in the
export volumes and of 8,7% in values, for a
total revenue of 800 billion Euros.
The Istat figures have been revealed by
Anicav, the biggest association where the
industry involved in the processing and
transformation of such products, is represented.
Going into details, the peeled tomatoes
accounts for the 48,3% of the total export
of products derived from tomatoes, with a
growth of 2,7% in the volumes and 1,5% in
the values, compared to the first semester
of 2014.

With an increase of 17% in the volumes
and of 13,2% in the export values, also unpeeled tomatoes (16.7% share in the market) perform brilliantly. +9,4% in the export
volumes and +15% in the export values are
the results scored by the tomato sauce
(16,5%share). For the tomato concentrate a
+1,7% in the export volumes and a +14% in
the values, thus accounting for a 18,5% of
the concerned exported products.
Among the main destination countries,
Germany is reconfirmed at the first place
with a share of 19% in the foreign demand
of Italian products derived from tomatoes.
United Kingdom (15%), France (7,7%), USA
(6%) and Japan(5,8%) follow the German
demand.

(Source: Alimentando, Il Quotidiano del Settore Alimentare)
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Italian Quality Experience, is a portal
created by Unioncamere and the Chambers of Commerce Expo 2015, to ensure
that the world gets in touch with the
Italian model of food production, made
up of about 700,000 companies.
The model has proved its viability and
ability to change and adapt to the new
challenges in the food industry. It has
also proved its worldwide leadership
and an exemplary and successful model of food enterprises’ promotion.
Any business indeed, can create, for
free, an online self-showcase and can
add and update information about its
work and products. In this way, any
buyer and other relevant business op-

erators can have access to the needed
information about time of production,
costs and quality of the needed food
product.
Italian Quality Experience is also a tool
for the promotion of Italy’s abroad. With
the available curiosities, stories and
videos about the Italian food chain, you
can live a kind of sensory experience
that could stimulate your interest in the
territories where the producers oper-

ate. Italian Quality Experience gives
you the chance to discover more and
get passionate about the rich cultural
Italian heritage and the landscape that
surrounds it.
Visit the website www.italianqualityexperience.it and let yourself be inspired
by the people that made up the noble
Italian gastronomy!

Mentoring:

THE NEW PROJECT OF IICUAE

The Italian Industry & Commerce Office in the UAE (IICUAE) is
playing a pivotal role in bringing Italian businesses to the UAE
and also helping UAE investors identify right investments in
the European nation. As a result of the long-lasting relationship with the Italian community in the UAE, the IICUAE has
developed a strong network of managers and professionals
from Italy who constantly cooperate with the Chamber. There
are more than 300 Italian companies operating in the UAE
through their branches, local agents or Italian investors.

other hand, will select Italian companies wanting to have the
role of mentees. The Project Committee will match the mentors and the mentee.

Italian products and services can potentially penetrate the
Emirati market, thanks to high regard for quality Made In Italy
products and the great dynamism of the UAE economy.

The mentors will be included In an international network of
professionals and managers and they will have a chance to
confront themselves with the others mentors and with the
mentees to know new entrepreneurial realities, improve their
interpersonal and relational skills, to find new ideas and to
globally increase their visibility. The mentees will have an
example and a model that could inspire their companies’ internationalization projects; enrich managerial skills; enhance
their position in the Italian market and get an opportunity to
approach a new market supported by an expert guide.

Mentoring is a new project promoted and supported by Unioncamere (the Union of the Italian Chambers of Commerce)
and aims at creating a network of Italian businessman operating in the UAE, who are wiling to share their expertise with
Italian companies wanting to enter the UAE market. This
project represents a natural continuation of the Chamber’s
ambitions to promote Italy in the UAE and support Italian enterprises.
Our Chamber, in collaboration with its partners in the project,
will identify Italian businessmen in the UAE who will act as the
mentors. The Italian Chambers of Commerce in Italy, on the
25

Two dedicated events will take place in Dubai and Abu Dhabi
to select the mentors. The mentors must be Italian, or have
worked/studied in Italy. They should also have an extensive
knowledge of Italy and its market and have good experience
in a given sector.

(Source: Khaleej Times – Special report)
“Project realized with the contribution of the Fondo Intercamerale di Intervento di Unioncamere”
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The Italian Festival Weeks (IFWs) is a recurring one-month-lasting event in the United Arab Emirates (UAE).
Organized by the Italian Industry and Commerce Office in the UAE (IIC UAE) since 2005, the IFWs has grown
bigger and bigger: primarily conceived as a forum for the Italian community in the UAE, the IFWs has
evolved and changed, thus becoming a platform for the Italian expats to showcase their lifestyle and Italy’s
image to all the communities based in the UAE.
The annual cultural, social and economic Festival spans over five weeks, usually covering the month of
November.
It takes place across various locations of the three main Emirates of Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Sharjah and
it has become the biggest Italian festival in the Gulf, to be dedicated to the enhancement of the cultural
heritage and economic potential of Italy in the region, above all in the UAE.
At its 10th edition, IFWS 2016 will encompass a wide range of events regrouped under three main core
sections:
The Networking and Fine Dining Section
The Arts and Culture Section
The Business Section

http://iicuae.com/ifw/
In particular the Networking and Fine Dining section will be entirely dedicated to the excellences of the
enogastronomic tradition of Italy, without neglecting the cross-cultural communication
The related calendar indeed, will highlight the best aspect of the Italian heritage for the world.
The Italian World Cuisine Summit (IWCS 2016), partner of the Speciality Food Festival (SFF), will be the
showcase of the amazing delicacies that the simplicity of the Italian territory can give to humanity. And
also, the event dedicated to one of the most important moment in the day of the truly Italian people: the
Aperitivo.
Let’s have a look on some of the upcoming events, in preview here for the Magazine!
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Festa dell’Astice @ Eataly
Eataly will welcome you to enjoy lunch or dinner at
the Festa dell’Astice (Festival of the Lobster). Very
rich in protein, low in fat and full of minerals and
amino acids, the lobster is a no-carb delicacy and at
Eataly a menu fully dedicated to the sea perfumes
will be available to please your palate.

Truffle Season @ Eataly!
The season of truffles has already started and will
be on until truffles will be available in the Italian
woods. The period varies among the different
kind of truffles’ species. So hurry up! Buy it or directly taste it: Eataly will tickle your appetite!
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夀漀甀爀 刀攀挀椀瀀攀猀Ⰰ 伀甀爀 䬀椀琀挀栀攀渀猀
䰀攀 琀甀攀 刀椀挀攀琀琀攀Ⰰ 䰀攀 渀漀猀琀爀攀 䌀甀挀椀渀攀

眀眀眀⸀椀琀愀氀椀愀欀椀琀挀栀攀渀最爀漀甀瀀⸀挀漀洀
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COMPANY NAME

ACTIVITY AND PRODUCTS

WEB SITE

Toasted of green coffee in beans,
manufacturing of coffee, tea and capsules
for espresso home machines, selling of
other beverages

http://www.castroni.it/en

Roasted coffee beans, coffee pods, roasted
ground coffee for home consumption

www.goldenbrasilcoffee.it

Production of syrups

https://www.pallini.com/en/produ
cts/famiglie#.WBbwVy197IU

Canned fish, various flavor of sardines,
various flavors of anchovies, tuna,
mackerel, salmon, swordfish, spices and
breading for fish

www.pollastriniitalia.it

Particular type of pizza such as crispy pizza

www.pizzacroccantina.it

Production and distribution of hard or
www.petrucciformaggi.com
semi-seasoned cheeses made of sheep milk
www.caselfidostoricoamatrice.com
or mixed milk (sheep and cow)

Production of different types of pasta, such
as organic pasta, spelt pasta, kamut pasta
Production of organic bakery products such
as Multigrain bread sticks Bio, schiacciatine
with balsamic vinegar and rosemary Bio,
bio Cioccobruttibuoni.

Production of different types of cheese

BUONO BUONISSIMO
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Production of different types of Biscuits

www.pastafanelli.it

www.freschidiforno.it

www.formaggichiodetti.it

DUBAI

WORLD FOOD CAPITAL:

THE BIGGEST WORLD CELEBRATION OF
ITALIAN CUISINE EVER ANNOUNCED FOR NOVEMBER

The Summit at Specialty
Food Festival (7-9 November) – Dubai World Trade
Centre

- Dubai World Trade
Centre
Pitting the pizzerias of
Dubai with those from
the GCC and around the
world, the Italian Pizza
World Summit is one of
the most coveted competitions held at each
edition of the Summit,
adjudicated by a panel
of Italian cuisine experts.

Hundreds of exhibitors are
expected to join the Summit
and live stations are set up
across the arena with demos,
gelato stands and cooking
competitions taking place, all
under one roof.
Italian Cuisine Master Classes (7 - 9 November) – Dubai
World Trade Centre
Talented Italian chefs impart
their Michelin star knowledge during bespoke masterclasses. To be held
throughout the Summit, the masterclasses will
focus on different areas of Italian cuisine and are
hosted in collaboration with Universitá Pizza and
the International Centre for Culinary Arts Dubai.

sium (8-10 November)

“The Future of the Pizza – The Pizza of the
Future” Congress and
10th Pizza UP Sympo-

A series of demonstrations, classes and dinners,
the Pizza Up congress will bring together industry experts from the world. Venues: ICCA, Speciality Food Festival, Emirates Academy of HospitalItalian Pizza World Summit (7-10 November) ity Management
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The Italian Pizza Gourmet Dinner of the Century (9 November) – Billionaire Mansion, TAJ Dubai
Billionaire Mansion will play host to a memorable dinner by four Michelin star chefs and three top
Pizza Chefs, setting the stage for a luxury dinner where their creations will be matched with the finest
grapes of the world.
Italian Summit Golfing Day (10 November) – Jumeirah Golf Estates
A unique world golf tournament with 5 Gourmet Stations at the holes where to taste delicacies made
by Michelin starred Chefs. The tournament will followed by a Gala dinner signed by the same chefs
“United Nations by Italian Cuisine” Gala Dinner (12 November) – JW Marriot Marquis Dubai
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Twenty-five Michelin
18 nationalities to preses before six hundred
by Italian Cuisine” Gala

star chefs join 180 cooks across
ent their expertly crafted dishguests in the “United Nationals
Dinner.

Exclusive
Dinner
cial by Heinz Beck,
Jumeirah

Event (13 November) – SoWaldorf Astoria Dubai Palm

Celebrity chef Heinz
grape
connoisseurs
Titled ‘Best Kept Secrets
dinner will take place at
Social by Heinz Beck, at
tel on the Palm on 13

Beck presents an evening for
and culinary aficionados alike.
of Italian Grapes’ the special
the chef’s exclusive restaurant,
the iconic Waldorf Astoria hoNovember 2016.
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Italian Industry & Commerce Office in the UAE
48 Burj gate Sheikh Zayed Road Room 1001 - 10th ﬂoor
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971. 4. 3216260

|

Fax: +971. 4. 3216199

E-mail: info@iicuae.com | Web: www.iicuae.com
Facebook: Italian Industry & Commerce Office in the UAE

